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Abstract 

Legal information literacy has become more important with the inclusion of ICT in legal 

education and research. American Association of Law Libraries has approved the Law Students 

Research Competencies and Information Literacy Principles in 2011. This paper is an attempt to 

know the status of involvement and the activities of librarians in law universities for the 

development of legal information literacy skills of law students. It is found that majority of the 

librarians (80%) are involved in various types of activities using different methods of instructions 

and covering various topics. The paper concludes that academic law librarians in India are 

involved in activities to support legal information literacy but instruction programme should be 

undertaken in collaboration with academic staff to ensure proper examples and explanations. 
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1. Introduction 

American Library Association defined information literacy (IL) as a set of abilities 

requiring individuals to „recognize when information is needed and have the ability to 

locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed information‟ (ALA 1989).  There is a 

general agreement that information literacy is a wider and more comprehensive concept 

than „user education‟. (Virkus and Metsar 2004). In the context of legal education, legal 

information literacy has become important with the inclusion of ICT in legal education, 

research and practice. “The law library users may find a wide range of information, but 

how well do they understand exactly what they have found? Do they know whether it is 

the current law? Do they understand what is missing? Do they recognize whether or how 

well their results answer their original query? Do they understand how their results raise 

new queries altogether? Do they see what criteria have been used to judge relevance in 

the retrieved list? Effective legal research still requires a high skill level. Critically 
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thinking skills and a refined knowledge of legal materials and sources are immensely 

important in current research environment.” (Hutchinson 2014). 

2. Law Student Information Literacy Standards 

American Association of Law Libraries (AALL) has approved the Law Students 

Research Competencies and Information Literacy Principles in 2011. (AALL 2011). The 

shape of Law Student Information Literacy (LSIL) Standards mirrors the overall shape of 

the ALA Standards. LSIL Standards are as follows (Kim-Prieto 2011): 

 

1. Identify: The information – literate law student is able to identify the 

type and source of information appropriate to the problem or issue at 

hand. 

2. Access: The student knows how to access the appropriate information 

into effectively and efficiently. 

3. Evaluate: The student also evaluate the information and its sources 

critically, in order to properly incorporate the appropriate 

information into reliable work product. 

4. Apply: The student applies the information effectively to resolve a 

specific issue or need. 

5. Ethical and legal issues of use: The student distinguishes between 

ethical use and unethical uses of information and understands legal 

issues arising from information discovery, use, or application. 

 

“The concept of information literacy offers a model through which essential skills 

training can be embedded into law teaching. However, incorporating information literacy 

into the curriculum requires collaboration across disciplines.” (Davies and Jackson 2005). 

“It is vital to embed these complex innovations into the curriculum in order to 

successfully guide and implement them and provide them with as academic foundation. 

Law faculties should professionalize the possibilities in consultation with university 

libraries.” (Beljaars 2009). “The research culture and scholarly communication have a 

direct impact of how information literacy training is focused, structured and offered.” 

(Spiranec and Zorica 2012). 

3. Role of Librarians in Legal Information Literacy 

“The role of law librarian is as much pedagogical as it is managerial, organizational or 

technical” (Bird 2011). In the environment of information overload, it is librarian‟s duty 

to ensure that library users feed on only reliable and authentic information. There are 

various competitors of libraries nowadays. Law librarians play a role of true legal 

research expert. They are aware of approaches to find specific information for their 
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library users. (Anyaegbu et al. 2013). In U.S., the expanded role of law librarians for 

teaching and research mission of the law school has been considered and the result was 

the addition of more professional librarians to the staff (Slinger and Slinger 2010). 

3.1 Computer Assisted Legal Research and Reference Service 

“Legal Researchers depend on law librarians for timely access to specialized databases 

and the materials located as a result of those searches.” (Hutchinson 2014). “Law 

librarians have been at the forefront of librarianship in seeing training of library users as 

an integral part of their role, and providing targeted instruction and guidance for all 

aspects of legal research methods and skills” (Bird 2011). They concentrate on the 

“structure, organisation and usage of formats that were core to the legal profession: law 

reports, legislation codes, digests, legal journals and loose-leaf publications.” (Bird 

2011). 

Law librarians‟ service as a teacher is obviously related to the law school‟s educational 

role. Law librarians are involved in a variety of instructional roles and are expected to 

train students to find legal information on their own, thus preparing them for the practice 

of law. “Librarians may have been inclined to make use of IT staff to improve 

information literacy but it is the law librarian who is knowledgeable about the legal 

resources that a scholar or practitioner needs to consult in order to be well informed on 

the subject matter at hand” (Bird 2011). The law librarians are in better positions to help 

students and faculty in their research projects. “Students and many faculty members are 

not aware that these rich sources of information are at their fingertips. Students do not 

understand the difference between these proprietary, authoritative research databases and 

the freewheeling information found on the Internet. For that reason, more than ever, it is 

important for librarians to work with teaching faculty to strongly urge that they bring 

their classes to the library for instruction.” (Burke 2004). 

3.2 International and Interdisciplinary Research 

Globalization has affected the legal research also. Researchers do comparative studies 

and “lawyers practice across the countries and inter-governmental bodies like the 

European Union and the United Nations. Treaties and other instruments govern the laws 

of jurisdiction as well as subject matter”. (Wertkin 2014). The changing information 

environment “characterized by a new multiplicity of sources for legal research, not only 

in the new formats in which legal information is accessed and retained, but in the 

changed roles that libraries and librarians will play working with those who use that 

information professionally, for scholarship, or in their daily lives”. (Danner 2011). “In 

addition to foreign and international resources, more researchers are using statistics, as 

well as literature from the humanities, social sciences and medicine. Creating 

bibliographies or researching across the disciplines is a necessary skill that may not have 

been as important in recent years. Now it is critical.” (Wertkin 2014).  
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3.3 Citation Management 

Citation Indexing originated in law field with “table of cases”, which is dated back as 

1743 and Eugene Garfield‟s development of Science Citation Index was directly inspired 

by the legal citation indexes - Shepard‟s Citations. (Shapiro 1992). It shows the 

importance of citation in legal research.  Hence, it is very important for the law students 

to know what a citation is and understand the concept of citation styles and formatting, 

such as in-line citation, footnotes, endnotes, and bibliographies or work cited particularly 

case laws citations.  It is also necessary for students to understand the functions of 

citations in research and what constitute plagiarism, the differences between quoting and 

paraphrasing. (Childress 2011). In recent years there are various citation management 

softwares available like Zotero, Endnote, Mendeley,  RefWorks, etc. The librarians are in 

better position to develop citation guides or style manuals wherein they can include basic 

outline and features of citation tools and they can organize training sessions for students 

as well as staff.  

3.4 Social and Ethical Use of Information: Copyright and Plagiarism Control 

"Plagiarism has become one of the greatest problems in the use of information” (Cassell 

and Hiremath 2009). There is a lack of comprehensive plagiarism checking solution for 

law (Keele and Pearse 2012), but still “librarians can improve this situation by teaching 

how to deal with exact quotations and with paraphrasing and by providing the faculty 

with resources for explaining what constitutes plagiarism” (Cassell and Hiremath 2009). 

They can contribute to anti-plagiarism policy making and its execution at institute level. 

To create awareness about the policy and its enforcement librarians can provide online 

tutorials on plagiarism. The Central Libraries of the universities like Jawaharlal Nehru 

University have already taken various steps to guide the students and researchers about 

the plagiarism and citation tools. (Babbar and Jain 2015). Their role in plagiarism 

checking services using the programmes like TurnItIn, iThenticate, Urkund, etc. is also 

has become their new responsibility. It is an emerging role of librarian to help in 

plagiarism checking of dissertations, theses and research projects. “How to avoid 

plagiarism”, it is a topic of discussion nowadays and librarians are capable to tackle this 

problem in association of faculty members and it can be a part of information literacy 

programmes. 

4. Objectives of the Study 
 

The main objective of the study includes: 

 » To find out status of IL instruction programmes in law universities. 

 » To study the types of activities and method used for IL instruction 

programmes. 

 » To analyse the topics covered in IL instruction programs. 
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5. Scope and Method of the Study: The study is based on the data collected through a 

questionnaire. The questionnaire was sent to 18 law university librarians (as listed 

in appendix) all over India out of which 15 (83.33%) participated in the study.  

6. Data Analysis and Interpretations 

6.1 Status of offering Information Literacy (IL) instruction programmes  

The law librarians play a crucial role in support of legal information literacy. Their 

activities can be the part of general information literacy programmes. It is found that 

majority of the librarians (80%) are involved in IL instruction programmes in their 

respective institutions. (Table-1)  

Table 1: Status of offering ILinstruction programmes 

Information Literacy (IL) instructions 
Frequency  

(N=15) 
Percentage 

Yes 12 80% 

No 3 20% 

6.2 Types of Information Literacy Activities 

The librarians conducting any kind of IL activities (12 librarians) further responded to 

provide the details. The data in table-2 shows that all 12 librarians (100%) are conducting 

library orientation, 11 librarians (91.66%) are providing instructions for introductory 

information skills as well as advanced information skills. Half of the librarians (50%) are 

teaching research-level skills. 

Table 2: Types of IL Activities 

Sl. No. Type of IL instructions 
Frequency* 

(N=12) 
Percentage 

1. Library orientation 12 100% 

2. Guided library tour 5 41.66% 

3. Introductory information skills (e.g., (books 

searching instruction, library website etc.) 

11 91.66% 

4. Advanced information skills (e.g., legal 

database searching, advanced internet search) 

11 91.66% 

5. Research-level skills (e.g., conducting 

literature search, reference style, citation    

6 50% 

                                                               *Multiple answers were allowed. 

 

 

6.3 Details of Topics covered in IL instruction programs 
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Table-3 shows the important topics being covered in the IL programmes. All the 12 

librarians (100%) are giving the introductory information of library resources, services 

and policies to their users, 11 librarians (91.66%) emphasis on the utilization of library 

catalogue/OPAC or WEBOPAC and 10 libraries (83.33%) teach the users how to search 

the legal databases. 9 librarians (75%) are covering the topics like introduction of library 

website, online search techniques, use of search engines, copyright and fair use. 8 

librarians (66.66%) also give importance to the topics as evaluation of information as 

well as ethical use of information. Scholarly publishing, use of UGC-Infotech Digital 

Library and Free Access to Law Movement are also being introduced by 58.33% 

librarians, while some librarians include important topics like referencing style and use of 

citation management softwares to their IL programmes. 

Table 3: Details of Topics covered in IL instruction programs 

                                                         *Multiple answers were allowed. 

 

6.4 Details of methods used for IL Programmes 

Sl. No. Topics Covered in IL Programmes 
Frequency* 

(N=12) 
Percentage 

1. Introduction to library resources, services 

and policies 

12 100% 

2. Library Catalogue/ OPAC/ WEBOPAC 

introduction 

11 91.66% 

3. Use of legal databases 10 83.33% 

4. Online search techniques 10 83.33% 

5. Copyright and fair use 10 83.33% 

6. Library website introduction 9 75% 

7. Use of search engines 9 75% 

8. Plagiarism awareness/ ethical use of 

information 

9 75% 

9. Evaluation of information 8 66.66% 

10. Scholarly publishing 7 58.33% 

11. Use of UGC-Infonet Digital Library 7 58.33% 

12. Introduction to Free Access to Law 

Movement 

7 58.33% 

13. Citation of information (referencing styles) 5 41.66% 

14. Use of citation management software 4 33.33% 

15. Any other - - 
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The librarians use different methods while conducting IL programmes. As shown in 

table-4, Face to face method is the favorite one of all the librarians (100%), individual 

instructions at the reference desk is also another way on daily basis for 83.33% librarians. 

Online tutorial method is also preferred by 33.33% librarians. 

Table 4: Details of methods used for IL Programmes 

Sl. No. Methods used for IL instruction 
Frequency

* (N=12) 
Percentage 

1. Face to face 12 100% 

2. Individual instruction at the reference desk 10 83.33% 

3. Printed training manuals 5 41.66% 

4. Workshop/seminar 5 41.66%% 

5. Combination of online and face to face 5 41.66% 

6. Online/web-based tutorials 4 33.33% 

7. Any other  - - 

        *Multiple answers were allowed. 

6.5 Status of Legal Information Literacy integration in the curriculum 

In case of 8 universities out of 12, legal information literacy is embedded in the 

curriculum. (Table-5). 

Table 51: Status of Legal Information Literacy integration in the curriculum 

Is Legal Information Literacy 

integrated or embedded in the 

curriculum? 

Frequency 

(N=12) 
Percentage 

Yes 8 66.66% 

No 4 33.33% 

 

Papers in the curriculum wherein Legal Information Literacy is included are: Research 

Methods, Legal Methods and Legal Research Methods. 

7.  Findings 

 It is found that majority of the librarians (80%) is involved in Information 

Literacy (IL) instruction programmes in their respective institutions at 

introductory as well as advance level. (Table-1 & 2). 

 It is found that the most frequently covered topics in the IL programmes are 

introductory information of library resources, services and policies to their 

users; utility of library catalogue/OPAC or WEBOPAC; how to use legal 

databases; online search techniques, copyright and fair use (Table-3). 
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 Librarians who are involved in IL Programmed (N=12) are using different 

methods while conducting IL programmes. Face to face method is the favorite 

one, instructions at individual level on reference desk is also another way 

followed by most of the librarians. Online tutorial method, workshop/seminar 

method are also preferred by some librarians. (Table-4). 

 In case of 8 universities out of 12, Legal Information Literacy is embedded in 

the curriculum. (Table-5). Papers in the curriculum wherein Legal Information 

Literacy is included are: Research Methods, Legal Methods, Legal Research 

Methods. 

8.  Conclusion 

“In recent years, information literacy in law schools has become a subject of great 

interest to law librarians” (Harker 2013). Clinch (2010) found that in UK and Ireland law 

librarians in almost all responding institutions are involved in providing legal research 

skills training continuously. In India also, majority of the librarians is involved in Legal 

Information Literacy instruction programmes in their respective institutions. In Indian 

context, the teaching of legal information literacy skills must be undertaken in 

collaboration with academic staff to ensure proper examples and explanations. 

 

Appendix: List of the Law Universities considered for the study  

1. National Law School of India University, Bangalore  

2. National Law Institute University, Bhopal  

3. NALSAR University of Law, Hyderabad  

4. West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences, Kolkata  

5. National Law University, Jodhpur  

6. Gujarat National Law University, Gandhinagar  

7. Hidayatullah National Law University, Raipur  

8. Indian Law Institute, New Delhi 

9. Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia National Law University, Lucknow 

10. National University of Advanced Legal Studies, Ernakulam 

11. Rajiv Gandhi National University of Law, Patiala 

12. Chanakya National Law University, Patna  

13. National Law University, Delhi, New Delhi  

14. Damodaram Sanjivayya National Law University, Visakhapatnam  

15. National Law University, Cuttack, Odisha  

16. National Law University and Judicial Academy, Assam, Guwahati  

17. National University of Study and Research in Law, Ranchi  

18. Tamil Nadu National Law School, Srirangam  
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